ABSTRACT

Alternative genomic selection and traditional BLUP breeding schemes were compared for the genetic improvement of feed efficiency in simulated Norwegian Red dairy cattle populations. The change in genetic gain over time and achievable selection accuracy were studied for milk yield and residual feed intake, as a measure of feed efficiency. When including feed efficiency in genomic BLUP schemes, it was possible to achieve high selection accuracies for genomic selection, and all genomic BLUP schemes gave better genetic gain for feed efficiency than BLUP using a pedigree relationship matrix. However, introducing a second trait in the breeding goal caused a reduction in the genetic gain for milk yield. When using contracted test herds with genotyped and feed efficiency recorded cows as a reference population, adding an additional 4,000 new heifers per year to the reference population gave accuracies that were comparable to a male reference population that used progeny testing with 250 daughters per sire. When the test herd consisted of 500 or 1,000 cows, lower genetic gain was found than using progeny test records to update the reference population. It was concluded that to improve difficult to record traits, the use of contracted test herds that had additional recording (e.g., measurements required to calculate feed efficiency) is a viable option, possibly through international collaborations.
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INTRODUCTION

Improving feed efficiency is economically important because feed costs constitute the majority of the variable cost in the dairy industry. Hence, some countries have already included feed efficiency (FE) in their breeding goals (Pryce et al., 2014). Having access to accurate and low-cost FE measurements is difficult; hence, a lot of research efforts are devoted to this problem (de Haas et al., 2012; Veerkamp et al., 2013). The main problem in including FE in the breeding objective is accessing phenotypic data from a large population of daughters of progeny tested bulls. Because genomic selection can be based on fewer phenotypes than traditional selection, genomic selection would be a useful tool to improve FE, as shown by Pryce et al. (2012) and Yao et al. (2017).

Genomic selection uses dense markers covering the whole genome and addresses most of the genetic differences between the animals (Meuwissen et al., 2001). The total genetic value of selection candidates is predicted based on the estimation of SNP effects, which are estimated using reference individuals that have been genotyped and phenotyped. If the training set is large enough and relevant to the selected population, genomic selection can result in an increase in the accuracy compared with traditional selection (VanRaden et al., 2009). The number of individuals in the training set and the marker density have the greatest effect on accuracy (Hayes and Goddard, 2008; Goddard, 2009). Other factors are heritability (Daetwyler et al., 2008; Goddard, 2009), effective population size (Ne), effective number of segments (Goddard, 2009), relationship between the evaluated animals and training data set (Habier et al., 2010; Wolc et al., 2011; Pszczola et al., 2012), and variance of relationships within the reference population (Habier et al., 2010). For the traits that have lowheritabilities, a very large number of records will be required in the training data set to achieve high accuracies of genomic EBV in unphenotyped animals (Hayes et al., 2009). One possibility to overcome the limited size of the training set is to combine data across countries as in the global Dry Matter Initiative (de Haas et al., 2012).

In this study, stochastic simulation was used to investigate how different breeding schemes affect genetic gain without treating accuracy as a fixed value, but rather as an outcome of the simulation. By using stochastic simulation, it is also possible to study complex and
overlapping generations and the changes in accuracy over time under different schemes (Lillehammer et al., 2011). We used residual feed intake (RFI) as a measure of FE. Residual feed intake is defined as the difference between actual and predicted feed (or energy) intake based on the requirements of the animal (Koch et al., 1963; Williams et al., 2011; Berry and Crowley, 2013). The benefits of GS are greatest when selection is difficult to measure traits, whose recording is either too expensive or phenotypes are not easily accessible (Goddard, 2009). Both these arguments justify the use of GS for improving FE, because FE recording is too expensive to be carried out on large numbers of cows and the FE of milk production cannot be recorded on bulls. In this study, genomic selection strategies were developed for improving FE in Norwegian Red dairy cattle. The objectives of this research were to compare strategies for improving selection accuracy and genetic gain for FE by estimating SNP effects in experimental herds with FE recordings or in large-scale field recordings of FE. Thus, we investigate whether it is possible to use contracted test herds with additional recording for improving traits that are difficult to measure such as FE.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Historical populations were simulated to create realistic associations between markers and genes and to create founder populations for the breeding schemes. To create these associations and a mutation-drift balance, the simulations consisted of 2,000 generations of random mating following the Fisher-Wright population model (Fisher, 1930; Wright, 1931). The founder population had an effective population size of 200 (100 males and 100 females; Hillestad et al., 2014). The simulated genome consisted of 30 pairs of chromosomes; each was 100 cM in length. The expected number of mutations per meiosis per diploid chromosome was 2. Polymorphisms and recombinations were simulated following Sonesson and Meuwissen (2009). From the created SNP, 3,000 were randomly selected as QTL, and QTL effects were sampled from a normal distribution. Per chromosome, 500 SNP were randomly sampled to be used as genetic markers in the breeding scheme (i.e., a total of 15,000 markers).

Seven different breeding schemes were investigated: basic, milk yield and feed efficiency included in the breeding goal (MY+FE), population wide, and 5 test herd simulations. In the basic breeding scheme, only milk yield (MY) was included in the breeding goal, whereas in MY+FE and test herd simulations, MY and RFI as a FE trait were included in the breeding goal and they were assumed to be uncorrelated (because RFI as a measure of FE is not correlated with MY) and have equal economic weights (in all the other breeding schemes except test herd 4,000 eco25 and test herd 4,000 eco50 schemes). In the eco25 scheme, FE had 1/4 of the economic weight of MY, whereas in the eco50 scheme FE had 1/2 of the economic weight of MY. In test herd simulations, FE test herds were set up (contracted), where RFI and MY were recorded. These test herds varied in total size (500, 1,000, and 4,000) between the schemes. Basic and MY+FE schemes were investigated with both genomic selection (Meuwissen et al., 2001) and with traditional BLUP selection (ABLUP; Henderson, 1975). Test herd simulations were investigated only with genomic selection.

In the basic schemes, all cows got records only for MY at 3 yr of age (Table 1 and Figure 1). However, in the MY+FE schemes all cows had records for both MY and RFI at 3 yr of age. In test herd schemes, the test herd females had records for both RFI and MY at 3 yr of age, whereas other cows had records for MY only. No repeated records were assumed for any of the traits, which is conservative with respect to the amount of information that comes from recording a cow. Females were available for selection at 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 yr of age. All ages refer to the average generation interval that results from their mating (i.e., the actual mating occurs 9 mo earlier). Males were selected to be parents at 3 yr of age in genomic BLUP (GBLUP) and at 6 yr of age in ABLUP schemes. Males were progeny tested for both MY and RFI in MY+FE schemes; progeny test results were available at 6 yr of age (Table 1 and Figure 1). However, in the basic and test herd schemes, males were progeny tested only for MY. The progeny test information was hence available when selecting sires in the ABLUP schemes, but not in the GBLUP schemes, due to the shorter generation interval. In GBLUP schemes, progeny information was used to update the reference population. One-third of the females were culled randomly every year starting when they were 3 yr old. Females in the test herds and bull calves born from elite matings were assumed genotyped in GBLUP schemes.

A base generation (generation 0) was created using the animals from the last generation of the founder population and mating them randomly. All 4,000 animals in generation 0 were assumed to be genotyped and have their own records to contribute to progeny testing in all the schemes that involved genomic selection, and those animals were used to estimate SNP effects for MY and RFI. The younger bulls were added to the simulated reference population when their daughters had records for production traits. The simulated breed-
ing schemes closely resembled those of Lillehammer et al. (2011) where earlier progeny-tested bulls were genotyped and used to estimate SNP effects.

True breeding values (TBV) were calculated for all individuals as the sum of the QTL effects:

$$\text{TBV}_i = \sum_{j=1}^{\text{Number of QTL}} x_{ij}g_{j1} + x_{ij2}g_{j2},$$

where $x_{ij}$ is the number of copies that individual $i$ has at the $j$th QTL position and $g_{jk}$ is the effect of the $k$th QTL at the $j$th position, which were sampled from the normal distribution. The simulated traits, MY and RFI, were assumed to have heritabilities of 0.3 and 0.15, respectively. Those heritabilities reflect the average heritability of milk production (Hoekstra et al., 1994; Berry et al., 2003) and the average heritability of FE traits (Berry and Crowley, 2013; Varga and Dechow, 2013).

The accuracy of the genomic breeding values was calculated, according to Sonesson and Meuwissen (2009), as the correlation between the estimated genomic breeding values and the true breeding values. Genomic breeding values were estimated by summing the marker effects:

$$\text{GEBV}_i = \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij}a_j,$$

where $x_{ij}$ is the $j$th SNP effect of individual $i$, $a_j$ is the BLUP estimate of the $j$th SNP effect, and $n$ is the number of SNP (15,000). To ensure that direct com-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Age of dam</th>
<th>Age of sire</th>
<th>Milk record dam</th>
<th>RFI record dam</th>
<th>Progeny test sire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic ABLUP</td>
<td>2–6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic GBLUP</td>
<td>2–6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY+FE ABLUP</td>
<td>2–6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY+FE GBLUP</td>
<td>2–6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test herd GBLUP</td>
<td>2–6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6$^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$Ages refer to the generation interval resulting from the mating of the parents (selected for the indicated record). RFI = residual feed intake; ABLUP = best linear unbiased prediction using pedigree relationship matrix; GBLUP = genomic best linear unbiased predictor; MY+FE = milk yield and feed efficiency included in the breeding goal.

$^2$Breeding goal includes only milk yield.

$^3$Breeding goal includes both RFI and milk yield.

### Table 1. Ages (yr) at which recording and selection take place

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Age of dam</th>
<th>Age of sire</th>
<th>Milk record dam</th>
<th>RFI record dam</th>
<th>Progeny test sire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic ABLUP</td>
<td>2–6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic GBLUP</td>
<td>2–6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY+FE ABLUP</td>
<td>2–6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY+FE GBLUP</td>
<td>2–6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test herd GBLUP</td>
<td>2–6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6$^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Ages refer to the generation interval resulting from the mating of the parents (selected for the indicated record). RFI = residual feed intake; ABLUP = best linear unbiased prediction using pedigree relationship matrix; GBLUP = genomic best linear unbiased predictor; MY+FE = milk yield and feed efficiency included in the breeding goal.

2Breeding goal includes only milk yield.

3Breeding goal includes both RFI and milk yield.

### Figure 1. Overview of the breeding schemes. Solid lines with a cross represent matings, and dashed arrows represent progeny produced by the matings. Dotted arrows represent that animals move from one category to another due to aging. Solid arrows represent selection of animals. In BLUP using pedigree relationship matrix (ABLUP) schemes, 125 male calves were progeny tested and 12 elite sires were selected. In genomic BLUP schemes, 750 male calves were progeny tested and 40 elite sires were selected. FE = feed efficiency.
parison between traditional and genomic EBV was possible, all EBV were scaled so that \( b = 1 \), where 
\[
b = \frac{\text{Cov}(\text{TBV}, (G)\text{EBV})}{\text{Var}(G)\text{EBV}}.\]
This is important for the selection of females, which is across genomic EBV and traditional EBV for some of the schemes.

Phenotypes were simulated by adding a normally distributed random error term to the true breeding value:
\[
P_i = \text{TBV}_i + \epsilon_i,
\]
where \( \epsilon_i \) is an error term for animal \( i \), which was normally distributed \( (0, \sigma^2_e) \). To express the results in genetic standard deviations and create phenotypic records with the desired heritability, the genetic variance \( (\sigma^2_g) \) was scaled to 1 for both of the traits and the residual variance \( (\sigma^2_e) \) was adjusted following Sonesson and Meuwissen (2009).

The value of 1 genetic standard deviation of MY was arbitrarily set to 100 monetary units. When the economic value of RFI equaled that of MY, a genetic standard deviation of RFI also represented 100 monetary units. In schemes with reduced economic values for RFI, eco50 and eco25 schemes, 1 genetic standard deviation of RFI represented 50 and 25 monetary units, respectively.

The BLUP method (Meuwissen et al., 2001) was used for the estimation of marker effects. The statistical model used to estimate individual marker effects was
\[
y_i = \mu + \sum_{j=1}^{n} X_{ij} a_j + \epsilon_i,
\]
where \( y_i \) is the record of individual \( i \); \( \mu \) is the overall mean; \( X_{ij} \) is the marker genotype; \( a_j \) is the random effect of the \( j \)th marker, with variance equal to the total genetic variance divided by the number of markers; and \( \epsilon_i \) is a random residual.

Simulated population sizes were smaller than those of the real Norwegian Red dairy cattle population to make stochastic simulation computationally possible. Population sizes were rescaled as described by Lillehammer et al. (2011), so that selection steps for conformation traits of bulls and bull dams were not considered in the simulation and selection intensities for the included traits were maintained at realistic levels when population size was reduced. The ABLUP schemes were designed to mimic the breeding structure of Norwegian Red before implementation of genomic selection, whereas the GBLUP schemes mimic the current breeding structure of Norwegian Red after genomic selection was implemented (Figure 1; Lillehammer et al., 2011).

For each scheme, 50 replicates were run and simulations were performed over a 20-yr period. Genetic gain and selection accuracy for males and females were reported as an average over yr 10 to 20 of the simulations. In all the schemes, total genetic gain was calculated by summing up the genetic gain (in monetary units) for MY and RFI. When results of the simulation study are reported, omitting the first years of the simulation avoids the problem of the non-steady-state population structure at the start of the scheme, where all animals are of the same age and all base generation animals are assumed to be genotyped and progeny tested, which affects early simulation results.

**RESULTS**

Figure 2 shows the total genetic gain (in monetary units) for MY and RFI when RFI was included in the breeding scheme. The highest total genetic gain was found when using the MY+FE GBLUP scheme, where bulls were progeny tested for both traits. The ABLUP schemes gave lower total genetic gain when compared with a similar GBLUP scheme. Increasing the number of cows in the test herds caused an increase in genetic gain. Genotyping 500 or 1,000 cows in test herds resulted in lower genetic gain than using progeny test records to update the reference population. However, a test herd size of 4,000 cows gave slightly lower genetic gain than the MY+FE GBLUP scheme. Using smaller economic values for FE in test herd 4,000 GBLUP eco schemes decreased the total genetic gain.

As expected, the basic scheme gave the highest genetic gain for MY of the ABLUP schemes (Table 2 and Figure 3), and GBLUP schemes gave higher genetic gain for MY than similar ABLUP schemes. As expected, introducing a second trait in the breeding goal reduced genetic gain for MY. This is due to the fact that if selection pressure is devoted to more traits, the progress for each of the original traits decreases.

The highest genetic gain for RFI was reached using the MY+FE GBLUP scheme (Table 2 and Figure 4), where all cows had RFI records. Obtaining RFI records from test herds of limited size gave less gain for RFI, but increasing the number of genotyped cows in the test herd schemes increased the genetic gain for RFI. At a test herd size of 4,000 genotyped cows, the genetic gain for RFI was very similar to obtaining records from all cows in the population. As expected, test herd 4,000 GBLUP eco schemes gave lower genetic gain for RFI.
Figure 2. Total genetic gain measured as monetary units relative to yr 10 onward. In the basic schemes, genetic gain is only for milk yield, whereas in the schemes with milk yield and feed efficiency included in the breeding goal (MY+FE) and test herd schemes, genetic gain is the total genetic gain when summing up the genetic gain for both residual feed intake (RFI) and milk yield. In eco25 and eco50 schemes, 1 genetic SD of RFI represented 25 and 50 monetary units, respectively. ABLUP = BLUP using pedigree relationship matrix; GBLUP = genomic BLUP. Color version available online.

Table 2. Average genetic gain ($\Delta G$) as monetary units with SE when $h^2 = 0.3$ for milk yield and $h^2 = 0.15$ for residual feed intake$^1$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breeding scheme$^2$</th>
<th>Milk yield $\Delta G$</th>
<th>Residual feed intake $\Delta G$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABLUP, $\Delta G$</td>
<td>GBLUP, $\Delta G$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>19.64 (0.2)</td>
<td>28.52 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY+FE</td>
<td>14.76 (0.2)</td>
<td>21.74 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test herd 500</td>
<td>15.73 (0.2)</td>
<td>21.56 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test herd 1,000</td>
<td>18.37 (0.3)</td>
<td>23.99 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test herd 4,000</td>
<td>20.06 (0.3)</td>
<td>26.78 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test herd 4,000 eco25</td>
<td>28.74 (0.06)</td>
<td>17.18 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test herd 4,000 eco50</td>
<td>26.08 (0.15)</td>
<td>5.21 (0.13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$Average of genetic gain measured as genetic SD of yr 10 to 20. The value of 1 genetic SD of milk yield was arbitrarily set to 100 monetary units. In eco25 and eco50 schemes, 1 genetic SD of residual feed intake represented 25 and 50 monetary units, respectively.

$^2$Milk yield and feed efficiency included in the breeding goal (MY+FE) and test herd schemes include both milk yield and residual feed intake in the breeding goal; the basic scheme includes only milk yield.

$^3$Residual feed intake is not included in the basic scheme.
than other GBLUP schemes where RFI was included, which is due to the smaller economic value for RFI in eco schemes.

Selection accuracies for males ranged from 0.65 to 0.79 in GBLUP schemes and 0.94 to 0.96 in ABLUP schemes (Figure 5 and Table 3). Using lower economic values for RFI in the test herd, 4,000 GBLUP eco schemes slightly increased the selection accuracy for males (Figure 5). However, the selection accuracy for females was approximately 0.6 in all the other schemes except the test herd schemes (Table 3). The test herd scenarios caused a decrease in the selection accuracy for females because only a fraction of the females obtained RFI records. However, increasing the test herd size resulted in an increase in the female selection accuracy. The highest selection accuracy for females was reached using basic schemes, where the breeding goal included only MY.

**DISCUSSION**

This study compared different designs of implementing genomic selection and traditional BLUP selection for the genetic improvement of FE, and investigated how genetic gain accumulates over time and the selection accuracies that are achievable through the addition of genotyped females in the reference population. We used RFI as a FE trait because it is by definition the component of feed intake that is uncorrelated with MY. Practical breeding schemes may select directly for MY and against feed intake, but also here only the component that is uncorrelated with MY will be
reduced, whereas the component of feed intake that is associated with MY will increase together with the general increase in MY.

Table 3 showed that it is possible to achieve high selection accuracies for males when including FE in GBLUP schemes. This can be done either by obtaining phenotypes from all cows in the population and hence get progeny information for genotyped bulls that can be used to update a reference population, or by updating the reference population through genotyping of cows with records. The latter will be preferable if genotyping is cheap compared with phenotyping. These results are in line with Chesnais et al. (2016) who found, in real data, that the accuracies of genomic selection for FE varied between 0.45 and 0.58. When using genomic selection to improve low heritability traits, the number of records in the reference population has to be sufficiently large to achieve high selection accuracies (Hayes et al., 2009). Our study showed that 4,000 cows had to be phenotyped and genotyped every year to achieve a similar selection accuracy of genomic selection as if all cows were phenotyped, but when only bulls are genotyped.

Females were always selected on ABLUP, except in test herd schemes, where the genotyped test-herd females obtained genomic breeding values. The female selection accuracy were first of all affected by whether the females had records for the trait under selection or not, giving higher female selection accuracy for schemes where phenotypes for all traits under selection were available for the entire cow population (Table 3). When test herds were used, the females belonging to these herds will have more accurate breeding values than the cows outside the test herds, due to their phe-
notypes and genotypes. The female selection accuracy will hence depend on the fraction of the cows that are included in the test herds.

Genetic gain will depend on both male and female selection accuracy, although the male selection accuracy has the greatest effect because of the higher intensity of selection. Genetic gain was therefore similar in test herd 4,000 GBLUP as in MY+FE GBLUP, reflecting the similar accuracy of the genomic breeding values in the 2 schemes. The small advantage of MY+FE GBLUP,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breeding scheme(^1)</th>
<th>ABLUP, Accuracy M</th>
<th>GBLUP, Accuracy M</th>
<th>ABLUP, Accuracy F</th>
<th>GBLUP, Accuracy F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>0.96 (0.0005)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.62 (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY+FE</td>
<td>0.94 (0.0007)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.58 (0.001)</td>
<td>0.59 (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test herd 500</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.65 (0.002)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.21 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test herd 1,000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.67 (0.002)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.24 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test herd 4,000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.75 (0.001)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.42 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test herd 4,000 eco25</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.79 (0.001)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.60 (0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test herd 4,000 eco50</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.78 (0.002)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.53 (0.004)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)Milk yield and feed efficiency included in the breeding goal (MY+FE) and test herd schemes include both milk yield and residual feed intake; the basic scheme includes only milk yield. In eco25 and eco50 schemes, 1 genetic SD of RFI represented 25 and 50 monetary units, respectively.

![Figure 5](image-url) Selection accuracy for males relative to yr 10 onward. In the basic schemes, genetic gain is only for milk yield, whereas in the schemes with milk yield and feed efficiency included in the breeding goal (MY+FE) and test herd schemes, genetic gain is the total genetic gain when summing up the genetic gain for both residual feed intake (RFI) and milk yield. In eco25 and eco50 schemes, 1 genetic SD of RFI represented 25 and 50 monetary units, respectively. ABLUP = BLUP using pedigree relationship matrix; GBLUP = genomic BLUP. Color version available online.
compared with test herd 4,000 GBLUP, may increase if a more intense selection of females is used. However, if selection of females were also based on genomic selection, this difference could disappear, as the fraction of the female population with RFI phenotypes becomes less important. The general level of the genetic gains agrees with those found by Lillehammer et al. (2011).

We also investigated how the reduced economic values for RFI affects the genetic gain and the accuracy of selection by comparing the test herd 4,000 GBLUP at a half and a quarter of its original economic value of RFI. As expected, test herd 4,000 GBLUP eco schemes gave higher genetic gain for MY and lower genetic gain for RFI compared with other schemes. Lower economic values for RFI increased the selection accuracy of males and especially females because many more phenotypes were available for MY than for RFI in the test herd scheme. Total genetic gain was reduced for the schemes with lower economic values for RFI. To build up test herds to facilitate genomic selection for traits with low economic value might hence not be economically defendable, as the expected gain is sensitive to the weight put on these traits.

In these simulations, we assumed a large reference population at the start of the breeding scheme, which might be optimistic. However, Figure 5 shows that genomic selection accuracies during yr 10 to 20 remain stable, implying that the gain of accuracy due to the genotyping of new relevant reference animals is compensated for old reference animals becoming less relevant (i.e., the start reference population is becoming less and less relevant during yr 10 to 20). The results of Table 3 and Figure 5 show that if progeny testing for FE is not feasible, genotyping females in test herds that enter a reference population may compensate for the lack of progeny testing. However, this requires the genotyping and phenotyping of 4,000 test females annually because smaller test herd sizes resulted in markedly reduced genetic gains. Obtaining large amounts of animals with multiple recordings is possible using for example collaboration between countries (de Haas et al., 2012; Veerkamp et al., 2013) or milk mid-infrared predicted FE records. McParland et al. (2014) showed that mid-infrared spectrometry of milk could be used to predict RFI as a measure of FE in lactating dairy cows. Because individual animal milk samples are routinely taken as part of the dairy herd management, using these samples to also predict feed intake and efficiency would be cost effective and a relatively undemanding approach to obtain large numbers of FE phenotypes. In this study, we used RFI as a measure of FE. However, earlier studies showed that weak unfavorable genetic correlations exist between RFI and fertility (Vallimont et al., 2013). This is probably due to the mathematical similarity in the calculations of RFI and energy balance and a failure to account correctly for body tissue mobilization, which might lead to selection for a trait that is similar to selecting for a negative energy balance (Pryce et al., 2014). Therefore, genetic correlations with other traits (especially fertility traits) must be accounted for when including RFI into the breeding scheme (Pryce et al., 2014). That is, a multi-trait selection index where genetic correlations with other traits are properly accounted for is required if RFI is to be included in the selection objective.

Feed efficiency is a trait that is difficult to measure and as such is difficult to include in the routine progeny test evaluations. Our results show that for these kind of traits, the use of rather large contracted test herds with additional recording is a viable option. This strategy would give close to similar accuracy of genomic selection as recording this trait in the whole female population. This implies that the male selection, which is the most intense selection, would be as effective with contracted test herds of genotyped females as when a routine progeny test would be performed for this trait, as long as a sufficient number of cows (4,000) is included in the test herds.
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